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AICAT - AUSTRIAN INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION & AVIATION 
TECHNOLOGY

Austrian Industrial Cooperation & Aviation Technology–is the 

One-Stop-Shop within the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber 

(WKO) representing the interests of the Austrian Industry in the 

Aeronautic Sector to show up potential synergy and 

cooperation...

Austria

AVIC - AVIATION INDUSTRY CORPORATION OF CHINA

Development and production of aero products - the largest 

group in China

China

CAST/BISEE SATELLITE AIT CENTER OF CNSA

Space Centre 

China

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION OF CHINA LTD 
(COMAC)

Commercial aircraft manufacturer

China

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION OF CHINA LTD 
(COMAC)

Commercial aircraft manufactuer

China

AERO VODOCHODY AEROSPACE AS

Manufacturing services concerning major airframe assemblies 

and subassemblies, composite parts

Czech Republic

S&K TOOLS SPOL. SRO

CNC machining and cutting

Czech Republic

SPOLUWORKS PERFECTA

Manufacture of machined parts. Producer of flake machined 

components for leading European manufacturers

Czech Republic

AÉRIADES - POLE AEROSPATIAL LORRAIN

Cluster which brings together a range of industrial skills, 

research and training oriented in Aerospace & Defense

France

AEROMETALS & ALLOYS - GROUPE ACNIS

 Aerometals Acnis group is a leading stockholder of Titanium 

semi-finished products and Special Alloys

France

AEROSPACE CLUSTER AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

Rhone Alpes Region Aerospace Cluster

France

AREELIS TECHNOLOGIES

France

CEFIVAL / SIDERVAL

Manufacturing of hot extruded special profils and tubes and 

flash butt welded rings for aircraft engines in any kind of steels, 

stainless steel, nickel and titanium alloys, inconel...

France

EFINOR

France

EINEA - SELHA GROUP

EINEA provides a best in class One Site solution for 

Industrialization and Worldwide supply chain implementation. 

This new concept optimizes your return on investment from 

design to end of life.

France

LA PRECISION

Manufacturing of high-precision micro-mechanical parts by 

turning and milling

France

LE CRENEAU INDUSTRIEL

5 axis Machine tools, Machining robot

France
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NEXTEAM GROUP

Nexteam Group is a key player in the field of precision 

mechanics and hard metal machining.

France

NICOMATIC

Nicomatic is manufacturer of standard and special electrical 

connectors for harsh environment

France

NORMANDIE AEROESPACE

Born in 1998 the control of major industrial Norman, NAB is the 

sector of excellence Norman areas of aeronautics, space, 

defense and security

France

PETERCEM (MAFELEC GROUP)

Electrotechnical switch solutions for harsh environments, 

Microswitch / Elapsed time indicator

France

SAFRAN LANDING SYSTEMS

Labinal is a world leader in Electrical Wiring solutions for the 

global aerospace and defense market encompassing 

engineering, manufacturing and installation services.

France

SFH

Stationary hydraulic, pneumatic and filtration systems

France

TRONICO

TRONICO is a major supplier of OEM’s electronic systems for 

Aeronautic, Defence & Security and Space.

France

AVIATEC GLOBAL AVIATION GMBH & CO. KG

Aerospace Maintenance solutions for consumables

Germany

BINDER TECHNOLOGIE GMBH

Production of metal parts and components

Germany

COTESA GMBH

Leading manufacturer of high quality composite parts and 

assemblies for aerospace and automotive. Customized solutions 

for components and assemblies. GFRP and Sandwich panels.

Germany

COTESA GMBH

Leading manufacturer of high quality composite parts and 

assemblies for aerospace and automotive. Customized solutions 

for components and assemblies. GFRP and Sandwich panels.

Germany

MATZEN & TIMM GMBH

Design, Development, Production and Sales Hoses, Formparts, 

Lightweight Solution, Noise Reduction Solution

Germany

NABERTHERM GMBH

Nabertherm with 400 employees worldwide have been 

developing and producing industrial furnaces for many different 

applications for over 60 years. As a manufacturer, Nabertherm 

offers the widest and deepest range of furnaces worldwide.

Germany

PANASONIC MARKETING EUROPE

Germany

SCHÜTZ GMBH & CO. KGAA

Core competence lies in processing metal and plastic. We are 

committed to the development, production and sale of 

innovative products and patented manufacturing methods

Germany

STRATASYS

Germany

SUPPLYON AG

SupplyOn is the shared supply chain collaboration platform for a 

growing number of globally active companies – from Airbus, 

Bosch and Continental to Qoros and Siemens

Germany
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GRAVITAS 2000 LTD

Machine elements, tools, fixtures and special machinery design 

and manufacturing

Hungary

TAKUMI PRECISION ENGINEERING LTD

Our expertise in Computer Aided Design allows us to replicate in 

2D and/or 3D all of our customers requirements. We have 

particular expertise in machining “difficult or exotic” materials 

such as 316L & 17-4 stainless as well as vitallium and titanium

Ireland

ELBIT SYSTEMS AEROSPACE

An international high technology company engaged in a wide 

range of defense, homeland security and commercial programs

Israel

A. ABETE SRL

Precision machining in the following areas: aerostructures, 

engins, defense, aeronautical equipment

Italy

ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA ROMA

Official web portal of Austrian business abroad. It showcases 

Austrian companies that specialise in export and import and 

generates significant business opportunities

Italy

AEROTECH SRL

Manufacturing aerostructures and aerospace parts & 

assemblies along with complete equipment solutions. 

Manufacturing excellences

Italy

AK STEEL SRL

Special Steel producer and distributor

Italy

ALFA MECCANICA SRL

ALFA MECCANICA is historically specialized in high precision 

machining (NC multi axis turning and 3-4-5 axis NC milling), EDM 

(die sinking , wire cutting and micro boring), bearings/bushes 

installation, complex parts Assemblies.

Italy

ALLINOX COMPONENTS SRL

Italy

ANDREOLI & C.

Mechanical works on behalf of third parts

Italy

AQM SRL

Makes available to companies services for the characterization 

of materials, for research, development and qualification of 

products and the supply chain processes of the Aerospace 

sector through testing, training and consulting activities.

Italy

AR.TER. SRL

Italy

ASTERISCO TECH SRL

Design and manufacturing of test stands

Italy

ASTI AIRCRAFT SERVICES SRL

Italy

AVIOMETAL SPA

Metal raw materials and semifinished distribution

Italy

BONETTI & PARTNERS

Italy
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BOSSARD ITALIA

Among the market leaders in fastening technology: screws, 

nuts, bolts, washers and more. We provide consulting services 

to optimize production, assembly processes and solutions to 

free from C-parts management. 

Italy

BRETON SPA

Production of 3,4,5, and 6 axis upper gantry machining centres 

for the processing of components

Italy

BYTEST SRL

Services in special processes : Material Testing and Non 

Destructive Testings -We are an Examination Center of ITANDTB 

according to EN 4179, we can make NDT personnel training and 

examination

Italy

CATE SRL

Manufacture special machines that are useful for innovative 

prototypes, life-lasting tests, testing and test chambers; that are 

customized for clients.

Italy

CBL ELECTRONICS SRL

Test equipment development and production, test program 

development, board testing and reliability test support

Italy

CIMA SPA

Manufacturer of precision gears for the most demanding 

applications in the fields of machinery, automotive, aeronautical 

applications

Italy

CIVITANAVI SYSTEMS SRL

We design, develop and manufacture a wide range of 

performnce scalable and ITAR-free geo reference, stabilization 

and Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) based on Fiber Optic 

Gryroscope (FOG)

Italy

COFILIWIRE S.R.L.

SPS Italia is the leading Trade Show for the Industrial 

Automation and Digitalisation in Italy

Italy

COGNE ACCIAI SPECIALI SPA

Steel production

Italy

COM.STAMP SRL

Mechanical products for aeronautic and automotive field

Italy

COMUTENSILI SPA

Disk and aircraft parts machining; blades/vanes machining; 

broaches project and manufacture

Italy

CP CASES LTD

CP Cases designs and manufactures high-performance, 

protective cases and racks used for transport, operation and 

storage of essential equipment in commercial and military 

applications

Italy

CRIOTEC IMPIANTI SRL

Design and manufacture of cryogenic constructions and special 

plants as : thermal cycling chamber, high vacuum chamber, 

liquid oxygen trucks of 50/500 Us Gallons

Italy

CZECHTRADE ITALY

Czech trade promotion organization

Italy

DELTATECH ITALY

Deltatech’s activities focus predominantly on planning and 

making of series and custom-made load cells

Italy
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ESSETI MECCANICA DI PRECISIONE SRL

Machinery automatic, machine tools, automotive and 

aeronautic military and space.

Italy

FLAME SPRAY SPA

Thermal Spray, Diffusion coatings, Slurry coatings, Cladding and 

Welding

Italy

FRESAL SRL

High performance cutting of metals

Italy

GAROFOLI SPA

A leader company in planning and production of mechanical 

and electromechanical assemblies for telecommunication and 

aerospace application.

Italy

GE AVIO

AEROSPACE PROPULSION : - Modules and components for 

aircraft engines - Civil and military engine overhauling services - 

Space and aeroderivative engines for marin propulsion - Power 

generation and other activities

Italy

HABA SERVIZIOPIASTRE SRL

Steel and aluminium plates

Italy

HAINBUCH ITALIA SRL

Clamping devices

Italy

HB TECHNOLOGY

Italy

HOUGHTON ITALIA SPA

Italy

ICE - ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY

The ICE-Italian Trade Promotion Agency is the government 

organisation which promotes the internationalisation of the 

Italian companies, in line with the strategies of the Ministry for 

Economic Development.

Italy

IDROSAPIENS SRL

Design, development and manufacturing of metallic expansion 

joints and flexible hoses for aerospace hydraulic and pneumatic 

ducts operating in temperature range from –270 °C to more 

than 600 °C and pressure from vacuum to about 1000 bars

Italy

ING. BERTOLOTTI & C. SAS

Manufacturing of mechanics for electronic devices

Italy

IR4I CLUSTER TECNOLOGICO DELL'EMILIA ROMAGNA S.C.AR.L.

The Cluster promote the level of Innovation and Research in a 

technologically advanced sector such as Aerospace. 

Italy

ITALIAN SPACE AGENCY (ASI)

The Italian Space Agency was founded in 1988. Its purpose was 

to coordinate all Itally's efforts and investments in the space 

sector that had begun in the 1960 

Italy

KENNAMETAL ITALIA SPA

Italy

KIARA AVIATION SRL

Leather fashion

Italy

LABORMET DUE SRL

LABORMET DUE deals with all the major characterization 

techniques and measures: metallography, optical and electron 

microscopy

Italy
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LAER SRL

Design, product, development and manufacture of airframe and 

mechanical component and mechanical assemblies. high 

precision cutting tools & mechanical parts. High speed 

machining

Italy

LAZIO INNOVA

Italy

LEAD TECH SRL

Italy

LEONARDO COMPANY

Leonardo is a global high-tech company and one of the key 

players in Aerospace, Defence and Security

Italy

LICAT - AENCOM

Supplying high precision gears transmission systems, worm 

gears, spline shafts, toothed sectors, couplings and frontal 

inserts, both as a small series or as individual items.

Italy

LOMBARDIA AEROSPACE CLUSTER

Lombardia aerospace cluster is a network of companies able to 

integrate difference competences in the aerospace and 

aeronautic field

Italy

MAPAL ITALIA S.R.L.

 It offers innovative and convenient solutions for the cutting of 

all materials and a wide standard assortment of tools for boring 

and boring, most commonly used processes in the fine 

machining of holes.

Italy

MBDA ITALIA

Specialized in the field of missile systems, defence systems, 

boasts comprehensive portfolio of technical missiles. // 

Spécialisé dans le domaine des systèmes de missiles, systèmes 

de défense, dispose d'un portefeuille complet de missiles 

techniques.

Italy

MECCANICA BPR SRL

Aerospace gears, transmissions, actuators and sleeve & spool 

valves

Italy

MECCANICA PONTE CHIESE

Precision mechanical working of medium and big sized 

components in material like cast iron, steel and aluminium 

specialized in industrial vehicles, automotive transmissions, 

defence, aeronautics, naval.

Italy

MEPIT SRL

Manufacturing of precision mechanical parts according to 

customer drawing

Italy

MERLETTI AEROSPACE SRL

Construction and workmanship of complex component for the 

whole aeronautical industries - Assembly of assy equipment - 

Special parts and assembly for hydraulic and pneumatic 

cylinders

Italy

METITALIA SRL

Metitalia is an aeronautical company, starting with mechanical 

engineering,  investing year after year in the growth and 

development of skills, technologies and know-how.

Italy

MOOG ITALY

Motors

Italy
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NORTHROP GRUMMAN ITALIA SPA

Northrop Grumman is a leading global security company 

providing innovative systems, products and solutions to 

government and commercial customers

Italy

NOVOTECH SRL

Italy

O.V.S. VILLELLA SRL

O.V.S. Villella main activities are maufacturing of aerospace 

structures, sheet-metal, welding, piping, machining, NDI and 

surface treatments.

Italy

OEB SRL

OEB is a specialised precision machine shop that makes titanium 

and aluminium prototypes applied to sports competitions and 

aerospace/ aeronautics.

Italy

OFFICINE CPM SRL

Italy

OMPM OFFICINA MERIDIONALE DI PRECISIONE MECCANICA 
SRL

Italy

OSG ITALIA S.R.L.

Cutting tools selling

Italy

P.C.M SRL

Precision machining of parts for aeronautical application

Italy

PANASONIC MARKETING EUROPE

Computer product solutions

Italy

PAPARELLA  & C. SRL

Italy

PIAGGIO AEROSPACE

Production of P180 Avanti EVO, Military Platform as P1HH 

HummerHead

Italy

PLASTICA PANARO SRL

Injection molded palstic cones

Italy

PLYFORM COMPOSITE SRL

Production start-up and industrialization for advanced 

composite materials and aerostructures

Italy

PM TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING SRL

PM Technology Consulting SRL (www.pmtc.it), founded by a 

group of engineers with experience in international 

corporations, has Head offices in Naples and facilities in Pisa . 

The Company has two Business Units

Italy

PRATI SAS

Machining of complex parts for aerospace application 

progressively looking at the manufacturing of the complete 

product to enhance the value proposition to the Customer

Italy

PRECISION RUBBER PRODUCTS ITALIA

 Seals

Italy

PROTOM GROUP SPA

Structure & system design and service support engineering 

production

Italy
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RENISHAW SPA

Renishaw is a global company with core skills in measurement, 

motion control, spectroscopy and precision machining

Italy

ROTOMORS SPA

Workholding elements (manual and automatic chucks) and 

pallet changing systems

Italy

S+D SPEZIALSTAHL HANDELSGESELLSCHAFT MBH

The S+D Speciality Metals Group is one of Europe’s largest 

stockists for semi-finished high-performance materials like 

titanium and titanium alloys, special stainless steel for aviation 

and aerospace or nickel and nickel alloys

Italy

SECONDO MONA SPA

Equipment & systems for aerospace, land & naval 

Italy

SELT SRL

AVIONICS, SENSORS, SIMULATION,COMPUTERS

Italy

SIDERFORGEROSSI GROUP

The vast range of products and services makes Siderforgerossi 

Group SpA a front-runner on hot-rolled rings, forgings and 

closed-die products weighing from 10 kg to 30,000 kg in 

different types of steel.

Italy

SKYTECHNOLOGY

Telecomunication, automotive, avionics/aerospace, biomedical

Italy

STARRAG ITALIA SRL

Machine Tool manufacturing

Italy

SUPERJET INTERNATIONAL SPA

Aircraft manufacturing

Italy

T.I.M.E. SRL

Software house , ERP, Business Consultant , Industry 4.0., MES 

Italy

TEBIS ITALIA SRL

Tebis is a global market and technology leader in the CAD/CAM 

and MES sector. 

Italy

TECNOSPAZIO SPA

Italy

TITANIUM INTERNATIONAL GROUP SRL

TIG supplies materials for aerospace, medical, racing, packaging 

and everywhere trust, quality and precision make the difference.

Italy

TUBIFLEX SPA

Since 1951 specialists in manufacturing of stainless steel flexible 

hoses and assemblies, expansion joints and bellows instainless 

steel, thin-wall bent tubes and pliable solutions in stainless steel.

Italy

TURBOCOATING SPA

Thermal spray coating and post coating activities 

Italy

UMBRIA AEROSPACE CLUSTER

Umbria aerospace cluster of companies

Italy

UOP SPA

 Design and manufacture of special rounded solid cutting tools

Italy

VECA SPA

Production of high precision components in special alloys like 

steel, titanium and aluminium, used in motor sports 

competitions and and aerospace.

Italy
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VEGA INTERNATIONAL TOOLS SPA

cutting tools high performance for high alloy steel, alluminium 

and composites

Italy

VERDER SCIENTIFIC SRL

Commerce of Laboratory equipements and assistance

Italy

VI-DA SRL

Production of special precision parts

Italy

VITROCISET SPA, LEOANRDO GROUP COMPANY

Vitrociset provide support, training and logistic activities in the 

defence, security, space and transport markets, through the 

integration of the state of the art technologies in ict, in design 

of systems and in simulation.

Italy

VOESTALPINE HIGH PERFORMANCE METALS ITALIA S.P.A.

Distribution of special Steels and Alloys

Italy

WALTER ITALIA

Italy

ZARE SRL

Rapid Prototyping / Additive manufacturing

Italy

ZOCCA OFFICINE MECCANICHE SRL

Prestataires de service et sous-traitants

Italy

AGENCE MAROCAINE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DES 
INVESTISSEMENTS

Moroccan Investment Development Agency

Morocco

PZL MIELEC - POLSKIE ZAKLADY LOTNICZE SP. Z O.O.

Aerostructures manufacturer. World class airframe assembly 

supplier, complete design, engineering and production 

capability with own Supply Chain base. Aircraft manufacturer.

Poland

SUKHOI

Sukoi Civil Aircraft Company (SCAC) is a subsidiary to Sukoi 

Aviation Holding Company. Its top priority - The Sukoi Superjet 

100 program. SCAC is responsible for design, development, 

production, certification

Russia

ACITURRI AERONAUTICA S.L.U.

Aciturri is a first level supplier for equipped aero structures for 

the main aeronautic constructors. The Aciturri Value Chain offer 

to the final client a completed product: Design y Calculation, 

Tools Manufacturing, Manufacturing, Subassembly

Spain

STROMASYS

Stromasys is the original and leading provider of enterprise-class 

cross-platform virtualization solutions, including PDP-11, Digital 

VAX and Alpha, HP 3000, and SPARC servers

Switzerland

WILLEMIN-MACODEL SA

Machine Tools

Switzerland

AEROSPACE CLUSTERING ASSOCIATION IZMIR, TURKEY

Turkey

BURSA AEROSPACE AND DEFENCE CLUSTER

Promote aerospace companies from Bursa region

Turkey

OSSA DEFENCE & AVIATION CLUSTER

Defence aviation companies cluster.

Turkey
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AERO METALS ALLIANCE

Aero Metals Alliance (AMA) provides Aluminium, Stainless Steel, 

Alloy Steel, Titanium, Nickel Alloys and supply chain 

management services to the world’s leading aerospace

United Kingdom

BOEING INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

Boeing delivers a family of technologically advanced and 

efficient airplanes to customers around the world

United Kingdom

LOCKHEED MARTIN

Aerospace & security global company

United Kingdom

M&I MATERIALS LTD - WOLFMET

Manufacturing Specialist Materials Tungsten for aerospace, 

motosport, Vibration Damping and Impact Absorption, 

Radiation Shielding & Collimators, Tooling, Crankshaft Weights 

United Kingdom

VBC GROUP

The VBC Group is a market leading manufacturer and global 

distributor of AMS, MSRR and OMat aerospace welding wire 

and brazing alloys.

United Kingdom

ITT CONTROLS

Energy absorption and vibration isolation products for the 

commercial aviation business

USA
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